
Over-irrigation occurring at almost
all homes in Texas community
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The City of Huntsville, Texas enjoys being part of the community, working
with organizations and individuals on many projects, events and initiatives.
Recently, city staff members had the opportunity to assist on a research
study with Sam Houston State University.

Associate professor Dr. Tim Pannkuk and assistant professor Dr. Art
Wolfskill, in the Department of Agricultural Sciences & Engineering
Technology at SHSU, reviewed three years of water usage and lot data for over
1,200 residential units in one local area (customer names and addresses were
removed before the material was released to the researchers).

“We partnered with the City of Huntsville Public Works Department to study
outdoor residential water use,” Pannkuk said. “Specifically, we examined how
much overuse of water might be occurring in the landscape … a documented
common occurrence across the United States.”

Titled “Residential Outdoor Water Use in One East Texas Community,” the
report found over-irrigation to be occurring at almost all of the units
reviewed, based on the scientists’ estimates of indoor water usage and
outdoor irrigation.

The study was recently featured in the Texas Water Journal, an online, peer-
reviewed journal devoted to water resources management and policy issues,
published in cooperation with the Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service and
Texas A&M University.

Water conservation is a hot topic across Texas, and the study noted that it
is often urged by municipalities, particularly in relation to landscape
watering. The researchers found outdoor water use accounted for 64 percent of
the total water use by the households studied, and determined that, “based on
the data overall, greater conservation efforts in landscape irrigation are
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crucial for Texas residents if water demands are to be met in the 21st
century.”

Read the rest of the article from The Huntsville Item morning newspaper here.
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